A Miniature Masterpiece in Ivory
JULIAN RABY

Carved and painted ivories from the first centuries of Islam played a key
role in the western ‘canon’ of Islamic art that developed in the second half
of the nineteenth century. There were understandable reasons: the objects
were made of a sumptuous material with exotic associations and universal
appeal, and many were in near pristine condition, as most had been stored
in European ecclesiastical treasuries for centuries, unsullied by the ravages
of frequent handling or the vagaries of archaeological burial. They also
formed a comprehensible counterpart and an aesthetic counterpoint to the
Carolingian, Ottonian and Byzantine carved ivories being collected at the
same time from the same or similar treasuries.
The pattern of extant carved ivories from the Muslim world points, however,
to major changes in the twelfth century, with production declining in
al-Andalus from the late eleventh century and in Egypt from at least the
mid twelfth century.1 It arguably corresponds to a more widespread decline
in ivory carving in Northern Spain, Northern Europe, and Byzantium, but
it is a matter of debate how much was due to long-range disruptions in the
trade routes which supplied the raw ivory,2 and how much to local factors
that affected patronage and consumption. Scholarly misattributions may
also distort the picture, and a case in point is the recent proposal to re-date
the Salerno ivories from the late eleventh to the second half of the twelfth
century.3
Whatever the broader picture and whatever the causes of change, the
striking fact is that we have no carved ivory personal objects we can
attribute with confidence to Ayyubid or Mamluk Egypt or Syria from the
fall of the Fatimids until the middle of the fourteenth century.4 In Mamluk
Egypt carved ivory was used to embellish architectural items such as doors
or items of furniture, but there is little documented evidence before the
beginning of the fourteenth century.5 This article looks at a carved ivory
flask that has been the victim of misattribution, but can, as I hope to show, be
assigned to the mid-thirteenth century.

FIGURE 1

Pyriform flask, elephant ivory, with its
two major sides carved in deep relief
on several levels, 58 mm high, Syria or
the Jazira, mid-13th century
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURES 4A & 4B

Front face of the ivory flask

Reverse face of the ivory flask

Sides of the ivory flask

The flask was first exhibited in Munich in 1910, when it was in the collection
of F.R. Martin.6 It was later acquired by Alphonse Kann. He succeeded in
reclaiming it after the Second World War, and it passed through his family
until it was sold at auction in Paris in 2017; since then it has been in a private
collection in London.7 Despite its early publication, and its history in an
illustrious collection, the flask has never been studied in detail.
Carved from elephant ivory, the flask has a pyriform profile, though instead
of a bulbous form its principal faces are flattened, its edges squared [Figures
1–4]. It stands a mere 5.8 cm high and has a small square mouth with a square
copper lining that must have been covered by a stopper.8 It was clearly used as
a container, and its size suggests it was for personal use, perhaps for perfume
or more likely a dry or moist substance such ithmid (antimony) kohl which,
according to accredited hadiths, was used and recommended by the Prophet.
Kohl was used for its health benefits, not merely for beautification.
The flask’s two flat sides are carved in deep relief on several levels, with an
animal combat on one, and an inhabited scroll with human and animal masks
on the other [Figures 1, 2 and 3]. Its diminutive size in no way diminished the
artist’s ambition, especially on the combat scene we will call the front face.
Unlike most previous Islamic figurative ivories the composition is not arranged

on a single baseline, with the figures occupying most of the picture plane. The
composition is considerably more complex, with figures on three horizontal
registers. They form two principal groups. Rooted to the baseline is a bull
crumpling under a savage attack by a lion. The lion has leapt onto the bull’s
hindquarters and a sense of aerial movement is created by placing the lion on
a register above the bull. On this same register a man strides onto the bull’s
neck, leaning forward with a vigour equal to the lion’s [Figures 1 and 2, detail
on Figure 5]. The man’s arms have been broken off making it difficult to tell
precisely what the artist intended, though he was possibly leaping to the bull’s
defence and about to attack the lion. At the top there is a warrior on a horse, and

FIGURE 4C

Base of the ivory flask
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FIGURE 6C

Detail of a man in a hat from
the reverse face of the ivory
flask

FIGURE 6B

FIGURE 5

Detail of the front face of the ivory flask

Detail from the ‘d’Arenberg Basin’ (detail), brass inlaid
with silver in the name of Al-Malik al-Salih Najm al-Din
Ayyub, datable to the late 1240s. Freer Gallery of Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C.: Purchase —
Charles Lang Freer Endowment, F1955.10

FIGURE 6A

Detail of the reverse face of the ivory flask
FIGURE 6D

Detail of a man in a hat from another
medallion on the ‘d’Arenberg Basin’

the artist has cleverly turned the horse’s head sharply around to create not
only a visual effect of repoussoir but a sense of the clamour and drama of a
fray [Figures 1, 2 and 10a]. The horse rears slightly, making an angle towards
the upper left that counteracts the shallow angle of the lion’s leap. This is
a sophisticated composition, even if elements of it are not immediately
intelligible.
The reverse face is equally striking [Figure 3]. In place of the complex
composition on the front, it has a strong central axis with strict bilateral
symmetry, featuring an inhabited scroll with a human face at the top and a
lioness’ head at the bottom of the central axis. On either side of the central
axis there are scrolls terminating in elongated arabesques or in animal
heads, and while two at least of these animals seem to have straight horns it
is difficult to identify the genus.
Each narrow side of the flask has two relief knops set against an area of plain
ground [Figures 4a, b and c]. The top knop is triangular and seems to take a
leaf form, while the lower knop is an inverted mandorla in the shape perhaps
of a bird of prey, though abrasion makes identification difficult. The area
between the knops is filled with crenate half-palmettes incised in a manner

quite distinct from the relief carving of the principal faces. The underneath,
which is well preserved, is decorated with a rectangular cartouche with concave
ends, framed by a beaded border [Figure 4c]. An eight-petalled rosette flanked
by crenate half-palmettes holds the centre of the cartouche.
Combat scenes featuring animals and man often require little explanation, but
in this case there are peculiarities. In narrative terms the rider was presumably
meant to be coming to the rescue of the bull, though his sabre seems poised to
strike the man. At the bottom right an animal has its head pointing straight up
towards the lion, but his posture does not convey aggression; it is more tightly
wound as if in defence, and appears to be suckling, with a teat in its mouth.
This is puzzling on several counts. How could a cub be suckling from an
animal leaping to attack? The scene on the flask is not to be confused with the
intelligible grouping on the aquamanile in the Hermitage dated 603/1206–7,
which shows a lion attacking a zebu, while the zebu suckles its calf.9 Second,
one would rightfully expect a cub to be suckling from its mother, but the lion
has several curls of mane suggesting it is a male. On this count let us grant the
artist the freedom of artistic licence. Third, the ‘cub’ has elongated ears that
make it look more like a dog or jackal than a lion. A jackal, a bull and a lion recall
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FIGURE 8

`Abd al-Mu’min bin
Muhammad al-Khuy, Varqah
and Gulshah, probably Konya,
attributed here to 1225–50.
Turkey, Istanbul, Topkapı
Palace Museum Library, H. 841.

FIGURES 7A (TOP) & 7B (BOTTOM)

Details from a silver-inlaid brass
basin, inscribed to al-Malik al-`Adil II
Abu Bakr, Ayyubid ruler of Egypt and
Damascus (r.1238–40). Paris, Musée
du Louvre, inv.5991.

The scene on the flask remains enigmatic, and our purpose here is not to resolve
the issues but to emphasise how so much was packed into this scene and with
such visual sophistication and energy that it pulses with drama. The artist
showed an admirable sense of composition, a gracile sense of line, a sculptural
understanding of depth, and precision in carving. Although we have no known
parallels in ivory, we can nevertheless fix its date and, to a lesser extent, its place
of production with confidence.

the grouping we find in the scene of the Lion attacking Shanzabeh in an early
thirteenth-century Syrian copy of Kalila wa Dimna, but in this instance two
jackals are shown open-mouthed to the rear of the lion, a howling chorus not a
suckling cub.10 For there to be a relationship with Kalila wa Dimna, there would
have had to have been a rather free association.

When the flask was exhibited in 1910 it was described as a “powder horn” and
attributed to 16th-century Egypt. In its recent sale it was described as “Époque
Abbasside, vers le 11e siècle”.14 Neither attribution was supported by evidence,
but the spacious discrepancy need not trouble us, as both are wayward. For
diagnostic comparisons we can turn to two well-known and datable objects.

Instead of a narrative the scene might depict a concept of fighting to protect,
the lion(ess) attacking the bull to feed its young, the two men fighting to protect
their bull. Whatever the explanation, the iconography is highly unusual. It
might indeed been no more than an artful conflation of independent motifs.
The rider wielding his sword we shall come back to. A lion savaging a bull from
the rear is a trope of medieval iconography in the Islamic world.11 The lion(ess)
suckling the cub derived perhaps from a motif that had slowly transmogrified
over the centuries. On Byzantine, Early Islamic and ‘Sogdian’ silks,12 we find
from a rider with a dog attacking the soft underbelly of a lion. The hunting dog
was eventually transformed into a cub suckling from the teats of the lioness,
at least on a silver dish dated to the “late twelfth–early thirteenth century”.
The dish is Byzantine but was part of a cache of dishes with many features that
suggest a lively interplay of ideas with Islamic metalwork.13

There is a striking similarity between the animated scrolls with human and
zoomorphic protomes on the flask and on the basin dedicated to al-Malik
al-Salih Najm al-Din Ayyub now in the Freer Gallery Art, and formerly in the
collection of the Dukes of Arenberg [Figures 6a and b].15
On both objects the protomes on the central axis are shown full-face, those on
the side in profile. The full-face figures are the same, a feline and a man in a hat,
while the flanking protomes include similar animals with pointed muzzles and
long straight horns.16
The protomes emerge from broadly similar scrollwork on both objects. On
the flask the human face occurs at the top of the central axis, the feline below.
A difference, however, is that the medallions on the basin usually include the
face of a bull on the central axis, whereas on the flask the third element is an
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FIGURES 9A (LEFT) & B (RIGHT)

FIGURE 9C

FIGURE 11A

FIGURE 11B

FIGURE 11C

FIGURE 11D

Details from Varqah and Gulshah. After Ateş 1961

Detail from interior of basin silverinlaid brass basin, inscribed to
al-Malik al-`Adil II Abu Bakr, Ayyubid
ruler of Egypt and Damascus (r.1238–
40). Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv.5991.

Detail from the reverse
face of the ivory flask

Detail from Varqah
and Gulshsah: After
Ateş 1961

Detail from the reverse
face of the ivory flask

Detail from a marble
basin, Hama, Syria, dated
676/1277–78, London,
Victoria & Albert
Museum 335–1903

unusual device that has two large arabesque leaves hanging like limp arms from
a T-shape with a cross-bar that curves upwards to a point, a motif we shall
return to.

astronomical imagery on medieval
astrolabes. The earliest cited example
comes from mid-twelfth-century
Aleppo, and the type continued into the
fourteenth in Mamluk metalwork. The
d’Arenberg basin, however, provides much
the strongest parallels in the typology,
arrangement and scale of the protomes,
and in their balance with the scrollwork
and arabesque leaves. The basin thus
serves as a critical reference point, as it
is a princely object with not one but ten
medallions of this type, and can be dated
to the1240s. Al-Malik al-Salih Najm
al-Din Ayyub was ruler of Diyarbakir in
the Jazira between 1232 and 1239, of Egypt
between 1240 and his death in 1249, and
of Damascus briefly in 1239 and again
between 1245 and 1249, but the titulature
on the basin narrows its date to between
1243 and 1249.18

In view of their strong central axis, Martina Müller-Wiener has dubbed
examples of this type of animated-scroll the ‘candelabra group’.17 The name
reflects an ultimate derivation from Classical models probably from the eastern
provinces of the Roman Empire, though Müller-Wiener argued it developed
a different hermeunetic in the Muslim world through its connections with

No object provides a parallel for the complex figurative scene on the flask, but the d’Arenberg
basin provides the closest comparison for one of the flask’s most ambitious pictorial elements,
the depiction of a horse and rider with the horse turning not just its head but its neck and chest
around to face the viewer [Figures 2, 10a and 10b]. In the first half of the thirteenth century
artists in Iraq and the Jazira developed an impressive repertoire of horse images, some of

FIGURE 10A

FIGURE 10B

FIGURE 10C

Detail from the front face of the
Ivory flask

Detail from the exterior
of the ‘d’Arenberg Basin’

Detail from a silver-inlaid brass
tray, in the name of Al-Malik
al-Salih Najm al-Din Ayyub,
datable to the 1240s. Paris,
Musée du Louvre, inv.MAO 360.

FIGURE 12A

FIGURE 12B

Detail from the reverse
face of the ivory flask

Detail from the underside
of a pen-case, brass with
silver inlay, now mostly
missing, attributed to
Mosul, 1225–50. London,
Victoria & Albert Museum
3653-1855
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FIGURES 15A–C

Capitals, marble, inscribed in the name of a ruler of Hama, Syria, 13th century
AD, now in the mosque of Kasım Paşa, Bozüyük, Turkey. After İnal, ‘Bozüyük’.

FIGURE 13A

FIGURE 14A

Base of the ivory flask

Front and base of the ivory
flask

FIGURE 13B

FIGURE 14B

Detail from Varqah
and Gulshsah.After
Ateş 1961

Detail of undercutting on
bull’s leg on front face of
the ivory flask

which used extreme foreshortening, but whether shown from front or rear the
horses are almost always stationary or in slight movement.19 Foreshortened
depictions of horses in violent motion seem to be restricted to near the middle
of the century. The most complex equestrian scenes on metalwork are by one
of the foremost Mawsili craftsman, Ahmad al-Dhaki, on a basin in the name
of al-Malik al-‘Adil II Abu Bakr, the young and feckless Ayyubid ruler of Egypt
and Damascus between 1238 and 1240.20 Seven cartouches on the inside of the
basin are filled with riders on two registers, though with such freedom that the
registers were a compositional hint rather than a constraint [Figures 7 a and b];
and in all of them the horses on the lower register are larger than those above,
which imparts a greater sense of depth, a sophisticated pictorial device not
used in any of the known Islamic illustrated manuscripts of the period.21 In one
cartouche we see a horse in three-quarter frontal view, and below that a horse
turning its head to look to the rear [Figure 7a].22 In another a falconer’s horse
turns its neck back [Figure 7b, lower right corner), while in the centre there is
a horse rearing almost vertically. Yet Ahmad al-Dhaki’s horses turning their
necks are pictorially weaker than the horse on the flask. They look more like
dolls with swivel necks [Figure 9c], whereas on the flask the horse’s head is not

just twisted back, the horse is straining to turn his entire neck. It is almost as if
the artist is trying to show the strain on the windpipe [Figure 10a]. This visual
device gives the horse on the flask a dimensionality missing from al-Dhaki’s
more cut-out approach.
In painting, the most ambitious depictions occur in the unique copy of the
romance of Varqah and Gulshah in the Topkapı Palace. Its precise date is not
known, but the painter ‘Abd al-Mu’min bin Muhammad al-Khuyyi belonged
to the ambit of one of the leading figures of Konya under the Rum Seljuks, the
vizier Celaleddin Karatay, and was a signatory on 23 July 1253 to a waqf deed
established by Celaleddin Karatay for his medrese in Konya.23 In one battle
scene we see horses rearing, stumbling, galloping and slowing to a trot [Figure
8].24 Near the centre of the lower register a horse rears up so high it rises almost
vertically, its throat and chin emphatic in white, its hind legs splayed to support
it, while it raises it forelegs upwards and outwards for balance and threat.25
Ahmad al-Dhaki and ‘Abd al-Mu’min al-Khuyyi produced the most elaborate,
multi-tier equestrian scenes to survive from the period. Yet both found it a
challenge to render the twisting neck of a horse in a three-dimensional
manner, and on at least two occasions ‘Abd al-Mu’min resorted to placing
another horse in front and partially obscuring the horse with its neck turned
[Figure 9b].26 The depiction on the flask was not standard, and, as its closest
parallel occurs on the d’Arenberg basin,27 and on an inlaid tray also made for
al-Malik al-Salih Najm al-Din Ayyub,28 we are, I believe, justified in dating the
flask not just to the second quarter but towards the middle of the thirteenth
century [Figures 10a–c].
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FIGURE 16A

FIGURE 16B

FIGURE 16C

‘Tableman’ gaming piece, walrus
ivory, diam. 64 mm, greatest
thickness 14 mm. Northern France
or England, possibly St Albans,
circa 1130. London, Victoria &
Albert Museum A.20-1961

‘Tableman’ gaming piece, walrus
ivory, diam. 64 mm, greatest
thickness 14 mm. London, Victoria
& Albert Museum 375-1871

‘Tableman’ gaming piece, walrus
ivory, diam 63 mm, greatest
thickness 13.5 mm. Basel, Historical
Museum, 1871.51

FIGURE 16D

‘Tableman’ gaming piece, walrus ivory,
diam. 63 or 64 mm. St Petersburg, Hermitage
Museum, formerly Basilewski Collection.
After Mann 1981
FIGURE 16E

Detail from the front face of the ivory flask

The arabesque scrolls on the reverse side of the flask include long thin flabellate
leaves with a globular tendril at the end – a type often referred to as a rumi leaf,
though it was not peculiar to Anatolia and might have originated in the Jazira
in the twelfth century [Figure 11a].29 Leaves with a similar aesthetic occur in
the Varqah and Gulshah manuscript [Figure 11b]. The pair of arabesque leaves
in the centre of this side are fuller, with a very bulbous cirrhose apex [Figure
11c]. Comparisons for this more bulbous type can be found on a marble basin
inscribed in the name of the ruler of Hama in Syria in 1277 [Figure 11d].30 More
flatulent leaves and bulbs can be found on a pen-box attributed to Mosul in the
second quarter of the thirteenth century [Figures 12 b].31

In the centre of the flask’s animated scroll there is an unusual escutcheon-like
motif; this was not, however, a symbolic or heraldic device, but a decorative
contrivance, as the same Mosul pen-box makes plain. The design on the
underside of the pen-box has a rectangular symmetry that enabled the design
to be reproduced using a template only a quarter of the size of the entire field,
though what concerns us here is how bilateral symmetry led to some unusual
shapes, as two arabesque leaves, one on either side of the central axis, became
addorsed. On the flask an analogous arrangement of confronted leaves has been
turned into a focal device around which six protomes pivot.
The narrow sides and the underside of the flask include crenate half-palmettes,
and once again the Varqah and Gulshah manuscript provides a healthy parallel
[Figures 13a and b]. These leaves belong to the realm of manuscript illumination
and are not found on inlaid metalwork, which suggests that the artist who
carved this flask drew on a wide range of inspiration, and underlines how there
was a koine of styles and motifs across different media.
Our emphasis so far has been on the flask’s design and iconography, and
little has been said about its sculptural qualities. These are noteworthy as it is
minutely carved not in two, but four, vertical planes. We can see this if we just
look at the horse and rider [Figures 1 and 2]. The horse’s body is on the upper
plane (1); the horse’s legs are on a lower plane (2); and the background scrollwork
on a lower plane still (3); finally, there is a ground plane that is more readily
visible in daylight than in some photographs (4).
The two, flat principal faces have recessed panels within a frame lightly incised
with running scrollwork. Seen from the front it is difficult to see the ground
plane, which adds to the sense of depth. Even in an angle shot under strong
lighting the ground plane is difficult to see [Figure 14]. Yet in reality the ‘step’
– the distance from the upper surface of the frame to the ground plane – is
only about 3 mm.32 The ground plane is easier to see on the front face, where
there is more space between the elements than on the reverse where the dense
scrollwork makes it difficult to see across any distance.
The artist used several different carving techniques. Some of the motifs he cut
straight down in perpendicular fashion. For others, such as the left leg of the
man standing on the neck of the bull, he used an angled cut that emphasises the
outline of the leg, making it look as if it is moving in three-dimensional space,
even though it is not fully undercut.33 His third technique was undercutting, in
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which he excavated entire dentine beneath a motif, as can be seen for example
in the left front leg of the bull [Figures 14a and b]. This was not only a difficult
technique, but a fragile one too: it would have been easy to break a slender item
in the process of carving, and a fully undercut element was more vulnerable to
breakage after the object was complete. And slender some of the elements are.
The tiny scroll to the left of the horse’s head measures a mere 0.6 mm across.
The horse’s right foreleg is 0.7 mm wide, his rear leg 0.9 mm. By any standards
these are such tiny dimensions one can only admire the craftsman. The
uppermost surface of the sculpted areas is flush with the frame, for anything
proud would have been quickly damaged. There has nonetheless been wear and
a few breaks, as for example in the bull’s left back leg and the arms of the man
leaping onto the bull’s neck.

same visual effect and spirit: the relatively flat upper surface; the contrast of light and dark;
the carving on several planes; and the vivacious characterisation of the human figures [Figure
15b].37 There is even an inhabited scroll with animal protomes [Figure 15c]. These capitals
broaden the artistic milieu of the flask beyond metalwork, and emphasise the importance
of drawing and painting as a source of inspiration for different media in thirteenth-century
Syria.38
In the realm of ivory carving nothing from the Muslim world compares closely to the work
on the flask. There is, however, a group of carvings from twelfth-century Europe that provide
a striking comparison. Carved elephant or walrus ivory gaming pieces or ‘tablemen’ were
produced in quantity in Northern Europe in the twelfth century, and some 250 survive, the
most pertinent for our purposes being the so-called ‘St Martin’s group’, of which there are at

The technique is not, therefore, relief but ‘sunken relief’ carving. The principal
figures thus stand out in light against a dark background. This placed an
emphasis on outline, though modelling was added with gentle sculpting and
lightly incised lines, now mostly abraded. Sunken relief is a technique that
characterises many of the ivories from the Muslim world, and appears as
early as the Umayyad period, when both relief and sunken relief were used for
bone and ivory.34 It is the predominant technique in Andalusian ivories of the
caliphate and Taifan periods. It is not paralleled in metropolitan Byzantine
ivories nor more generally in Late Antique and Early Medieval Europe, and its
distinctiveness deserves to be stressed. In terms of origin, it has been traced
to Coptic influence, and it was the principal technique for most of the ivories
attributed to the Fatimids, even if some of them heightened the visual contrast
between the ivory and an ajouré ground.35 It might be assumed, then, that
the carving on our Ayyubid-era flask was a development from the Fatimid
tradition. There are, however, great differences in the handling that suggest that
the artist was looking across a wider landscape for inspiration.
Sunken relief was used to carve four distinctive marble capitals that presumably
came from Hama as they are inscribed in the name of the Ayyubid ruler of
Hama Sultan al-Malik al-Muzaffar Taqi al-Din Mahmud, which could refer
to either Muzaffar II (1229–44) or Muzaffar III (1248–98) [Figures 15a–c].36
Although distinct in material and scale from the flask, they convey much of the
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least thirty-two known examples. The group is characterised by its depictions
of “lively action” with figures not “adhering to a single ground line”; its “high
relief with portions often deeply undercut” and “details of the body and dress
… indicated only by incised lines”. Two-thirds of the group show combat scenes
“between men or animals or between men and animals”.39 Two examples from
the Victoria & Albert Museum nicely illustrate these characteristics [Figures
16a and b]. It has been suggested they originally belonged to the same set, with
their different borders indicating opposing sides.40 Several others are thought
to belong to the same set: one in Basel has a static horse and rider [Figure 16c],
while one in the Hermitage has a vigorous combat with a pig-headed man in a
bent-knee posture comparable to the figure on the flask [Figures 16d and e].41
In size, relative scale of their figures, technique, imagery, and compositional
complexity, the tablemen of the ‘St.Martin’s group’ offer intriguing, if less
sophisticated, comparisons to our flask.
Like chess, games of tables – variants of what we know as backgammon –
were popular amongst the crusaders. In 1250 while on the Seventh Crusade
Louis IX was incensed when he saw his brother playing backgammon when
he felt he should have been in mourning, and in 1254 on his return to France
he promulgated a ban on dice, chess and tables.42 It seems highly likely that
the crusaders brought carved tablemen with them to the Levant, though to
my knowledge no example has yet been found there.43 And since the passion
for chess and tables was as lively amongst the Muslims as it was amongst the
Christians, one can imagine how European tablemen could have come into
Muslim hands through gift or booty, their figural imagery raising few scruples
in secular settings where figures abounded.44 The issue is their dating. While
there is disagreement about where the ‘St Martin’s group’ was made – Northern
France or England – there is unanimity on their date, the second quarter of the
twelfth century. In other words they date a century earlier than our flask. If the
artist who made the flask was in any way inspired by such a gaming piece from
Northern Europe, he was looking at an antique.
Nothing suggests that either of the flask’s figural compositions derive from a
prior tradition of ivory carving in the Muslim world. Almost no carved ivories
can be ascribed to Egypt and Syria from at least the middle of the twelfth to the
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middle of the thirteenth century, and when carved ivories began to be produced
with some continuity under the Mamluks from the early fourteenth century on
they included few figurative carvings. This points to a decline if not a caesura in
the production of figural ivories in the region.45
On the other hand, the flask reflects a Jaziran or ultimately Jaziran aesthetic
of the second quarter of the thirteenth century. With two highly specific
points of comparison, the d’Arenberg basin enables us to date the flask to the
second quarter of the thirteenth century, arguably to the 1240s. The basin is
traditionally ascribed to Syria, for that was where its dedicatee al-Malik al-Salih
Najm al-Din Ayyub ruled in the 1240s. There will be a temptation, then, to
assume the flask was made in Syria, but confidence about its dating should be
tempered by caution about its provenience, for we still lack an understanding of
stylistic niceties to distinguish fully between many Syrian and Jaziran artefacts
of this period, and the flask’s figural style is closer to what has traditionally been
regarded as Jaziran than to Syrian painting in the first half of the thirteenth
century. At this point it might be more comfortable to assign the flask to a
broader geographical attribution – the ‘Fertile Crescent’.
The specific handling of the sunken-relief technique on the flask has no good
parallels from the Muslim world. The tablemen of the ‘St Martin’s group’, on
the other hand, are close in size, scale of their figures, and general visual effect.
In a modest way their possible relationship with the ivory flask raises a far
broader question about the ‘permeability’ of Muslim visual culture during the
Crusades. Although there is a growing interest in the frontiers of exchange
and production between the Muslim world and Europe, there remain several
ingrained tendencies. One is to credit the Muslim and likewise the Byzantine
world with precedence – in terms of both chronology and status – across
a range of architectural and artistic ideas and techniques. The corollary is
unconsciously to assume that, while the Muslim heartlands of the Near East
were open to an influx of artistic inspiration from Central Iran and Khurasan,
they were closed to inspiration from the West. We might do well to recognise
these tendencies as prejudicial, and to become alert to the possibility of what
John Hanson in the context of influences between European and Byzantine
ivories has called “interprenetration”.46

If the flask was not the product of a workshop that continued from the Fatimid
period or a workshop that continued under Mamluk rule, can we say anything
about who produced it? Three alternatives suggest themselves. One is that
it was the product of a dedicated ivory carver who was unfettered by the
repetitive traits of a craft tradition, and who was alert to contemporary trends
and perhaps even to antique items such as European tablemen. Or perhaps it
was the work of a specialist craftsman in another field who demonstrated his
dexterity and artistic sensibility by occasionally carving ivory – a woodworker,
for example, though there is no thirteenth-century woodwork in this style or
fineness from Egypt or the Fertile Crescent to support the notion.
A third possibility is that the flask was not carved by a dedicated professional
but a person who practised a skill as a subsidiary occupation or for personal
satisfaction and recognition. We have an example from the succeeding century:
‘Ali bin Ibrahim known as Ibn al-Shatir (705/1306–777/1375). He wrote
numerous astronomical treatises, held the post of establishing the times of
prayer at the Great Mosque of Damascus, where he made an innovative sun-dial
with a gnomon aligned to the celestial pole, and produced metal astrolabes
and other instruments. He has been called “the most distinguished Muslim
astronomer of the fourteenth century,” yet he was also celebrated enough for his
ivory marquetry that he was known as “the incrustator” (al-muta`im).47 This is
a category of artist who – outside the realm of calligraphy – has received little
recognition in the field of Islamic art.
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The text here has been adapted from an article to be published in
November 2021 by Gingko Library:
Fruit of Knowledge, Wheel of Learning: Essays in Honour of Robert
Hillenbrand, edited by Melanie Gibson
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PROVENANCE

FREDRIK ROBERT MARTIN

The flask is first recorded in the collection of F.R. Martin, when he exhibited it in the
exhibition he organised with Friedrich Sarre in Munich in 1910. It was subsequently
acquired by the eminent collector Alphonse Kann, but was appropriated in October
1940 during the Nazi occupation. It was then deposited at the Jeu de Paume, ref. Ka
155. From there it was transferred to Buxheim in Bavaria, but was eventually returned
to France and restituted in July 1947. Following Alphonse Kann’s death in 1948, it was
inherited by his niece, Hélène Bokanowski, It descended through the family to the
owner who sold it at auction in Paris in 2017: Artcurial, 7 November 2017, Archaeology
and Middle East Arts including Henry de Montherlant Collection, lot 162. Since then it
has been in a private collection in London.

(b. Stockholm, 8 May 1868; d. Cairo, 13 April 1933).

Collection of F.R. Martin [Fredrik Robert], (1868-1933), Stockholm, Sweden
Collection of Alphonse Kann (1870-1948), Saint-Germain-en-Laye
Confiscated in October 1940 during the Nazi occupation and
deposited in the Jeu de Paume, ref. Ka 155
Transferred to Buxheim, Bavaria, Germany
Returned to France, and restituted in July 1947
Inherited by Hélène Bokanowski, Alphonse Kann’s niece
By descent to the owner who sold it in auction: Paris, Artcurial,
7 November 2017, Archaeology and Middle East Arts including
Henry de Montherland Collection, lot 162 where it was identified
as “Époque Abbasside, vers le 11e siècle”

EXHIBITED
Die Ausstelungen Meisterwerken muhammedanischer Kunst, München, 1910 no. 2182,
“Kleine Pulverhörner” 14.Jahrh., F.R. Martin, Stockholm

Swedish diplomat, scholar, collector and dealer. In 1884 he became
assistant at the ethnographical museum in Stockholm and by
1890 was assistant at the archaeological museum. He combined
his interests in ethnography and archaeology on a visit to Siberia
(1891–2), publishing his findings in L’Age du bronze au Musée de
Minoussinsk. He then turned to Islamic art, traveling widely and
collecting in Russia, the Caucasus, Central Asia, Egypt and Turkey.
He began to acquire Islamic book paintings at Bukhara in 1894 and
in the following year sold 387 oriental manuscripts to the University
Library at Uppsala. In the winter of 1896 he excavated at Fustat, returning with several
thousand ceramic fragments. In 1897 he exhibited his collection at Stockholm. About
this time he formed the opinion that manuscripts had been the chief disseminators
of ornamental motifs in the Islamic world. From 1903, when he was attached to
the Swedish Embassy in Istanbul as dragoman, he acquired a number of precious
manuscripts and albums, and he also probably formed in these years a collection of
etchings of views of Istanbul, portraits of sultans and political pictures that went to
Lund University.
He published A History of Oriental Carpets before 1800, an important study that
brought attention to examples in Swedish collections, and was the first to use depictions
of carpets in Islamic paintings for dating purposes. He was involved with the Munich
exhibition of Islamic art in 1910 and contributed to the catalogue. His interest in the
arts of the book culminated in The Miniature Painting and Painters of Persia, India and
Turkey, which emphasized the achievement of Persian painting in the 15th century. His
collection was exhibited at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, in 1924.
This information is taken from the entry on F.R. Martin in The Grove Encyclopedia of
Islamic Art, edited by Sheila Blair and Jonathan Bloom.
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ALPHONSE KANN
(b. Vienna, 14 March 1870; d. London 1948)
Was a prominent French art collector. He was a childhood playmate and adult
friend of the writer Marcel Proust, who incorporated several of Kann’s features
into the character of Charles Swann (in À la recherche du temps perdu). The
name Kann, written with double “nn”, was said in Paris to be “le plus chic
du chic”. Known for his discerning taste and shrewd collecting instincts,
Kann shocked the art world in 1927 by auctioning off (at the American Art
Association, New York City) most of his Old Master collection (including
works by Bruegel, Cimabue, Fragonard, Pollaiolo, Rubens and Tintoretto) in order to
concentrate on the acquisition of 19th-century and modern art, which he collected
vigorously over the following decade. Kann, who was of Jewish heritage, left France for
England in 1938 without making an inventory of his eclectic art collection, which was
kept in a St Germaine en-Laye mansion and subsequently looted in October 1940 by
Nazi occupiers. Kann eventually recovered only a small fraction of his large collection
before his death in England in 1948. Although he did not live to see a copy, the Nazi
inventory of Kann’s art collection ran to 60 typed pages. Decades after the war, several
paintings from Kann’s collection were discovered in prominent European and U.S.
museums. “Smoke Over Rooftops,” a 1911 painting by Fernad Léger, was returned in
October 2008 to Kann’s heirs by the Minneapolis Institute of Arts after an eleven-year
investigation.
In the 1990s, eight antique manuscripts once owned by Kann turned up in the vaults
of Wildenstein & Company, still bearing the distinctive Nazi catalog numbers (“KA
879” to “KA 886”, in red pencil) likely made by Bruno Lohse as he processed the Kann
collection in the Jeu de Paume. The discovery of the missing manuscripts prompted a
lawsuit by Kann’s heirs against Wildenstein & Company.
This information is based on the entry in Wikipedia.

After Sarre and Martin, Die Ausstellung von Meisterwerken muhammedanischer
Kunst in München, Munich 1912, vol.IV, photo of nos 2152, 2181 and 2182
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